


Posted by cllrpafox January 05, 2014 at 18:44  

As County Councillor for the Portskewett Electoral Division I would offer the following observations in 

response to the Community Boundary Review currently under consultation. 

 

I have no real problem with the proposed boundary changes for Leechpool which do remove 4 

properties from the ward that then become part of Caerwent. However the proposed changes move 

quite a lot of farm land out of the Leechpool ward whilst retaining farm land stretching down Crick 

road to the Crick flyover. So whilst the changes may make some sense from a dwelling perspective 

they do however mess up a block of land that currently sit naturally as a block contained within just 

one ward. The proposals would require two Community Councils to oversee this block of land.  

 

The proposed changes to move the boundary of Portskewett in line with the railway line I welcome as 

they do move the responsibility of a large industrial estate to the Caldicot Town Council which one 

could argue is more appropriate than the current arrangements, but mainly would help to provide 

clarity over the village boundary for the future. 

 

I don't quite understand the section 5.2 regarding Treetops and the boundary between Leechpool and 

Portkewett village ward, as I see it it changes little however I do need to understand it better. 

 

I note there is a proposal to reduce the number of Cllrs for Sudbrook from two to one. With the 

Portskewett ED proposals recognition has only been given to the probable Crick Rd developments 

and those at the Ship Yard in Sudbrook, no recognition is given to the 'at least' 190 that could 

eventually go on the Mill and possibly 300 plus if the site owners win their appeal. The possibility of 

190 was agreed by the council in its response to the initial feed back from the LDP planning inspector. 

 

So as County Councillor I think there will be a need to retain two Community Cllrs for Sudbrook 

unless any future development of the Mill would be assigned to the Portskewett village ward which 

would not make much sense. 

 

Cllr PA Fox 
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